
sarah martin + gabby mccloy + gabby wilson



2brand research / concept

our story
Established in 2010, StillWhite is the world’s 
largest wedding dress marketplace for brides to 
buy and sell their preloved dresses. As a secure 
online-platform, brides can effortlessly find their 
perfect dress at an affordable rate. StillWhite 
believes that preloved wedding dresses should 
be available so every bride can be sustainable.



3brand research / product + price + place

Brides from 116 countries have compiled an 
extensive wedding dress marketplace to sell 
used gowns online from over 2,500 designers. 
Dress values are determined by the bride and 
range from $50 to $5000.

our products

$200       Vera Wang $4800        LILLY

$1400          Gala

$50     Valetino $1000     Moir

$2200     Baracci

$3400        Bella’s $750  Rue De 

$800        Vitale



4brand research / projection

mine today, yours tomorrow.



5brand research / purpose

We want you to wear a dress that saves the 
world, because there is no Planet B. We 
understand that fashion is the second most 
polluting industry in the world, so we are 
doing our bit to change this.

our purpose



6section name

of water is used to produce 
the average wedding dress.

tons of C02 created by  
fashion every year.

1.26b 1 truckload9000ltrs
of material is being wasted 

every second.

the facts

6brand research / planet



7section name

“Products should be used for as long as possible,  
through good care, repair, refurbishment and  

sharing among multiple users.” 

– Ellen MacArthur

7brand research / belief



8section name

our industry



9industry research / bridal matrix

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

PEOPLE
FOCUSED 

NOT SUSTAINABLE SUSTAINABLE



10industry research / bridal matrix + stillwhite

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

PEOPLE
FOCUSED 

NOT SUSTAINABLE SUSTAINABLE



11industry research / case study overview

brand inspiration

re-wear
Patagonia Worn Wear

Rent the Runway

bridal
David’s Bridal

SGE Bridal Boutique

personalization
Sephora

DSW



12industry research / bridal case study 

popular

convenient

variety

DAVID’S

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



13industry research / bridal case study 

boutique

vintage

personal

SGE

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



14industry research / personalization case study 

customized

powerful

innovative

SEPHORA

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



15industry research / personalization case study 

divergent

accommodating

accessible

DSW

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



16industry research / re-wear case study 

activist

motivated

unique

PATAGONIA
WORN WEAR

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



17industry research / re-wear case study 

discovery

unlimited

empowering

RENT THE 
RUNWAY

EXPENSIVE

PRODUCT
FOCUSED

UNSUSTAINABLE

AFFORDABLE

PEOPLE
FOCUSED

SUSTAINABLE



18section name

our brand



PHYSICAL EXPERIENCEBRANDSPIRIT

mine today,
yours tomorrow.

crafted 

meaningful

open

emotional 

dependable

welcoming
personal

unique 

shared inclusive 

timeless 

sincere 

progressive

19brand exploration / brand spirit



20brand exploration / visual positioning board

crafted

progressive

sincere

timeless

inclusive



how can we  
elevate stillwhite?

QUESTION

21brand exploration 



22brand exploration / current product life-cycle

current product life-cycle

sell wedding dress
- take and post photos of dress  
  and decide the price-tag
- find an interested bride-to-be
- ship dress off to be loved again!

buy preloved dress
- find your dream dress
- contact owner of dress
- receive in mail to try on
- it’s yours!

sell buy



23brand exploration / new product life-cycles

new product life-cycles

rent dress

buy preloved dress

buy a dress rent a dress customize a dress

return dresssell wedding dress

make it yours

find a dress

buy new dress

work with designer to craft a 
sustainable gown from raw 

materials found in store

choose from in-store selection 
or bring a dress from home

work with tailors and designers 
 to revamp your dress

dresses can be tailored 

1 2 3



24section name

our people



25people / community of brides

our sellers
No space? Need Money? Want to save the 
planet? Brides from 116 countries have helped 
StillWhite resell 20,000 preloved dresses.

Local  Community  of  Brides



26people / tailors

our tailors
Find the perfect dress in the not-so-perfect 
size? Our talented crew of tailors go above 
and beyond to make each bride feel 
confident and beautiful.

Experienced   Tailors



27people / designers

our designers
Wonder what we do with all those dress 
scraps? Our creative designers upcycle 
tailored scraps and raw-material into 
uniquely sustainable wedding gowns.

Sustainable  Designers



28people / consumer personas

our consumers

Sentimental Bride

Green Bride One-of-a-Kind Bride



29people / consumer persona

green bride

Anna             28  years old

Anna and her fiance Jane met at a river cleanup 4-years 
ago and have been local environmental activist lovebirds 
ever since! Anna is aware that fashion is the second most 
polluting industry in the world, so she chose to rent her 
wedding dress through StillWhite. She loves the thought 
of wearing a pre-loved dress for the big day that she can 
return after. Anna is excited to keep some of the tailored 
dress scraps as a keepsake since the girl’s minimalist 
lifestyle doesn’t accommodate room to store a big dress 
— especially one she would never wear again!

anna’s story



30people / consumer persona

sentimental bride

Mariah         24  years old

Mariah grew up in a very loving family. She had always 
been close with her grandma — as a child, she loved 
to go to her house and play dress-up in her clothes 
and jewelry. In her will, Mariah’s grandma bestowed 
her old wedding dress to her. She was so grateful for 
this family heirloom because she loved the nostalgic 
look and it was very sentimental to her. The dress 
was a bit outdated though, so she was happy that she 
could alter it at StillWhite to reflect her own style 
while still paying homage to her beloved grandma.

mariah’s story



31people / consumer persona

one-of-a-kind bride

Jackie        36  years old

Jackie is a bubbly free-spirit who wants a unique dress 
to match her personality. Like everything else in her life, 
she wants her dress to have a killer story. She learned that 
StillWhite designers take tailored scraps and turn them into 
one-of-a-kind masterpiece dresses. She chose a dress that 
used scraps from five bridal gowns. Jackie loved learning 
the stories behind the brides whose dresses were crafted 
together to give life to her special gown.

jackie’s story



32section name

strategic 
development



33strategic development 

our legacy
StillWhite is transforming the bridal industry. From 
affordable, preloved rental gowns to personalized 
designer dresses made from tailored scraps, we are 
reconstructing the wasteful reality of weddings into  
a sustainable experience you can feel good about.



34strategic development / brand goals

bouquet of brand goals

ONE
Educate about sustainable 
wedding practices FOUR

Build connections with 
local & global communities

TWO
Create a unique, affordable 
and accessible experience

FIVE
Be transparent about 
our practicesTHREE

Make it about the brides, 
not the sale



35section namestrategic development / two directions

direction 1: 
green is the new white

direction 2: 
looking at the photo album

35



green is the new white
At StillWhite, transparency is key. Our experienced tailors extend the life of 
each dress through repair, while our sustainable designers upcycle old dresses 
into beautiful new gowns. From our responsible local vendor pop-ups to our 
post-wedding donation service, our store allows brides to effortlessly include 
sustainability into their weddings. 

36green is new white  / concept statement



raw

educationalpurposeful

transparent



38green is white / user journey

Check-in Kiosk
& Rose Wall 

Bride’s First
Sustainable Education

Transparency

Local Vendor
Pop-Up

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Transparency

Decoration
Showroom 

Tables

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Transparency

Sustainable 
Bride Classes

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Transparency

Designer’s 
Studio

Unique Experience
Bride’s First

Personal 
Keepsake

Unique Experience
Bride’s First

Transparency

Post-wedding
Donation 
Service

Unique Experience
Sustainable Education

Bride’s First

Arbor Fitting
Rooms

StillWhite 
Magazine

Sustainable Education
Unique Experience

Building Community

Environmental
Impact Tracker

Sustainable Education
Building Community



39green is white / story board

4. You try on a preloved-rental gown in a 
thematic-fitting room crafted from recycled 
wedding arbors while your guests enjoy drinks.

5. After finding the perfect dress, you discover 
the store sells recycled decorations. You mix 
and match linens and candles to make your 
dream reception table come to life.

6. At checkout, you hang your dress on 
StillWhite’s environmental impact tracker  
wall and take a picture with it to show off 
how you made a difference!

1. When you make an account with a wedding 
planning website, we send you our magazine 
in the mail. You go to the website to learn more 
and book an appointment.

2. As you walk into StillWhite, you check in at 
a kiosk and admire the Rose Wall made from 
natural-dyed dress fabric and raw material.

3. During your appointment, you meet a 
designer working in the studio and she teaches 
you about sustainable designer gowns.



40green is white / story board

9. On your way out, you sign up to have 
StillWhite gather your post-wedding leftovers  
to take to a local homeless shelter.

10. After the honeymoon, you return your 
dress and receive a keepsake of your dress 
that is crafted from tailored scraps.

7. On your way out, you meet a local sustainable 
florist selling flowers and take her business card.

8. Four months later, you return with your fiancé 
for a class on building sustainable wedding advice.



41green is white / floorplan

the floorplan
1st Floor 2nd Floor

Retail

The
Classrooms

Designer 
Studio

Vendor
Pop-Up

Arbor
Rooms

Check-in
Kiosks

Check-out
Desk



42green is white / floorplan details

check-in kiosk
Brides-to-be check in on a digital kiosk near 
the beautiful installation of recycled dress 
fabric. The “rose wall” installation is a focal 
point that serves to educate guests about 
StillWhite’s sustainable practices.

1st Floor

Check-in
Kiosks



43green is white / vignette sketch

check-in kiosk
Brides-to-be check in on a digital kiosk near 
the beautiful installation of recycled dress 
fabric. The “rose wall” installation is a focal 
point that serves to educate guests about 
StillWhite’s sustainable practices.



44green is white / floorplan details

retail space
Wedding gowns are displayed throughout 
an open floor plan with biophilia mixed 
throughout the space. Unusable dress 
fabric decorates the room in an elegant, yet 
sustainable way. 

Each tag captures rental and ownership 
prices to empower brides with options.

Preloved decorations and linens are set up as 
mini showroom tables with the total quantity 
marked on the tag and stored in back-of-
house. Brides are encouraged to mix and 
match place settings to imagine their dream-
reception come to life.

1st Floor

Retail



45green is white / floorplan details

arbor  rooms
Thematic fitting rooms crafted from recycled 
wedding arbors gives each room a different 
aesthetic. These unique rooms offer brides 
a sensorial experience by allowing them to 
choose their mood-lighting and fragrance. 

Brides reserve an arbor room and sensorial 
experience when they schedule to meet with a 
dress expert. 

While the bride’s party waits to see her, they 
enjoy a personalized mini-bar in the room. 

1st Floor

Arbor
Rooms



46green is white / vignette sketches

arbor  rooms
Thematic fitting rooms crafted from recycled 
wedding arbors gives each room a different 
aesthetic. These unique rooms offer brides 
a sensorial experience by allowing them to 
choose their mood-lighting and fragrance. 

Brides reserve an arbor room and sensorial 
experience when they schedule to meet with a 
dress expert. 

While the bride’s party waits to see her, they 
enjoy a personalized mini-bar in the room. 



47green is white / floorplan details

check-out desk
At check out, a weighing station is available so 
brides can appreciate the amount of material they 
saved from becoming waste. The weight of their 
preloved dress automatically updates the StillWhite 
environmental impact tracker—which is a popular 
photo moment.

StillWhite’s post-wedding donation service is 
featured to provide brides an easy option for a 
sustainable happy ending. This service aims to 
reduce waste post-wedding by taking leftover food 
to local homeless shelters, taking centerpieces to 
hospitals and nursing homes, and picking up decor 
to be resold in store.

Upon returning a dress, StillWhite provides brides 
with a personalized keepsake made from excess 
dress fabric.

1st Floor

Check-out
Desk



48green is white / floorplan details

vendor pop-up
This dynamic space showcases local vendors that 
have passed StillWhite’s sustainability tests.

Vendors such as bakers, caterers, florists and 
salonists are provided a platform to meet and 
greet brides at this monthly rotating pop-up. The 
space provides adaptable marketing for each 
new vendor.

1st Floor

Vendor
Pop-Up



49green is white / floorplan details

designer studio
An open studio space for fashion designers 
and tailors to work. The designers and tailors 
are experts at upcycling their dress scraps 
into beautiful new gowns and at responsibly 
altering dresses for maximum love and use. 

This space serves as a creative outlet for 
future brides to help guide the look of their 
sustainably-crafted wedding gown. 

2nd Floor

Designer 
Studio



50green is white / floorplan details

the classrooms
This space allows the engaged couple to 
effortlessly integrate sustainability into their 
wedding through hands-on classes and 
responsible bridal education. 

Example classes include DIY recycled 
centerpieces, crafting with dress scraps and 
learning about local volunteer opportunities.

2nd Floor

The
Classrooms



looking at the photo album
StillWhite creates shared memories between past brides and brides-to-be. 
Each time she finds her perfect pre-loved dress, she adds a page to the story — 
bringing more meaning for the next bride. From innovative storytelling to bringing 
together community, we offer a unique experience like no other. 

51photo album  / concept statement



personal

interactive

shared

memorable

community



53photo album / user journey

Bride’s First + Transparency
Sustainable Education
Building Community
Unique Experience

Unique Experience
Bride’s First

Bride’s First
Building Community

Bride’s First
Building Community

Transparency

Sustainable Education
Building Community
Unique Experience

Bride’s First

StillWhite
Magazine

Responsible
Drycleaning

Interactive 
Storytelling

Digital 
Altar

Share 
Your Story

Check-In 
Bar Service

Seamstress
Studio

Digital Frame
 Photo Wall

DIY Wedding
Classes

Sustainable Education
Transparency

Bride’s First
Building Community

Unique Experience
Bride’s First

Transparency

Sustainable Education
Unique Experience

Building Community



54photo album / story board

4. You select a dress to hang on an 
interactive display where the dress’s 
stories pop up on a screen.

5. Once you say yes to the dress, 
the digital mirror behind you turns 
into images of your future altar. 

6. As you head to check-out the 
dress, you see that StillWhite offers 
responsible drycleaning in store.

1. When you make an account with a wedding 
planning website, we send you our magazine 
in the mail. You go to the website to learn more 
and book an appointment.

2. When you enter the store, you are happily 
checked-in by a StillWhite employee who 
offers you wine from a local vineyard.

3. You stop and admire the wall  
of StillWhite’s brides. You #StillWhite 
to add your picture to the digital 
frame wall near check-in.



55photo album / story board

7. You return a few weeks later to make 
alterations to your dress and add your own 
personal touch to it.  You are excited to learn 
about the history of seamstress techniques.

8. Later that month, you return with your 
bridesmaids to attend a DIY bouquet class 
for the wedding taught by newlyweds. You 
enjoy meeting other local brides at the class.

9. After your honeymoon, you share your 
wedding story with future brides-to-be 
when you return your preloved dress 
back to StillWhite’s Flagship.



56photo album / floorplan

the floorplan
1st Floor 2nd Floor

Bridesmaid 
RetailBridal

Retail

Community Classrooms

Fitting
Rooms

Check-out
Desk

Check-in 
Bar

Seamstress
Studio



57photo album / floorplan details

check-in bar
The check-in area includes a mini-bar that 
partners with local vineyards and breweries  
to offer drinks to the bride and her guests. 

The waiting area is cozy and nostalgic with 
framed pictures of past-brides on the walls and 
inspiring scrapbooks to look at while waiting. 

Our digital frame wall rotates pictures when 
Brides hashtag #StillWhiteBride on their social 
media, allowing her to become a part of the 
story while she’s still in the store.

1st Floor

Check-In 
Bar



58photo album / floorplan details

bridal retail
Each dress hanger is encrypted with a unique 
code that triggers a sensor when hung on 
StillWhite’s interactive storytelling display. 

When a dress is hung on this display it allows 
guests to look through pictures and stories of 
past brides — giving more meaning and life to 
the dress. 

The tags on each dress include a QR code for 
quick-mobile access to the dress’s story that 
brides can easily save and share with friends.

1st Floor

Bridal
Retail



59photo album / vignette sketch

bridal retail
Each dress hanger is encrypted with a unique 
code that triggers a sensor when hung on 
StillWhite’s interactive storytelling display. 

When a dress is hung on this display it allows 
guests to look through pictures and stories of 
past brides — giving more meaning and life to 
the dress. 

The tags on each dress include a QR code for 
quick-mobile access to the dress’s story that 
brides can easily save and share with friends.



60photo album / floorplan details

bridesmaid retail
Bridesmaid and flower girl dresses are located 
upstairs to provide a unique and personal 
experience for each user journey.
 
The bridesmaid dresses are sectioned by 
color and brand. Preloved jewelry of similar 
hues are featured with the dresses to create a 
captivating color experience. 

Flower girl dresses have been crafted in-store 
from bridal gowns that were altered too many 
times, making it too short to be worn again as 
a wedding gown.

2nd Floor

Bridesmaid 
Retail



61photo album / floorplan details

fitting rooms
A comfortable fitting room area for the bride’s 
guests makes trying on dresses feel like home. 

Once the bride says yes to a dress, the digital 
mirror behind her changes to imagery of her 
future altar, creating a touching and exciting 
moment for everyone. 

Recycled fake-flower bouquets, tiaras and veils 
are offered to the bride to make the moment 
feel like a reality.

1st Floor

Fitting
Rooms



62photo album / floorplan details

check-out desk
Brides are gifted with a free StillWhite Class as 
an incentive to build community and interact 
with other brides.

Near check-out is a transparent window 
showcasing StillWhite’s responsible in-store 
drycleaning. Educational infographics are on the 
glass to teach guests about water sustainability 
and the importance of product longevity. 

When a bride returns her dress, she adds 
another page to the gown’s story when she 
shares her wedding memories and pictures.

1st Floor

Check-out
Desk



63photo album / floorplan details

seamstress studio
Designers and their teams of seamstresses 
work together to alter wedding dresses in 
personalized ways. Tailors also work in this 
space to do alterations and add personal 
touches to each dress.

This space aims to elevate the role of the 
seamstress and share the history of techniques 
such as embroidery, beading and stitching. 

Brides are able to meet and discuss dress ideas 
with local fashion designers in the consultation 
space where she can explore her options by 
looking through scrapbooks and photo albums. 

2nd Floor

Seamstress
Studio



64photo album / floorplan details

community classrooms
This area provides a space for newlyweds 
and brides-to-be to gather together to share 
wedding stories, aspirations, fears and advice. 

StillWhite offers fun DIY and educational 
classes to build a strong community of brides in 
a flexible classroom and outdoor balcony.

Example classes include DIY bouquet, stories 
from newlyweds, and bridal de-stress yoga. 

2nd Floor

Community Classrooms



final concept



green is the new white
At StillWhite, we cultivate a community of brides through shared dresses and 
memories. Our talented seamstresses extend the life of each dress through 
repair, while our sustainable designers upcycle old dresses into beautiful 
new gowns. Finding the perfect dress at StillWhite is a unique and personal 
experience brides feel confident about. From our innovative storytelling 
on product longevity to our responsible local vendor pop-ups, StillWhite 
empowers brides to effortlessly include sustainability into their weddings. 

66final concept  / revised statement



memorable

personal

interactive

communal

purposeful

educational



68final concept / location

Our flagship is located an older building that could 
have been knocked down due to its outdated 
aesthetic. With sustainability in mind, we saved the 
history of this building and renovated it with recycled 
materials found in the area. Lucky for us, the building is 
next to a parking garage to provide easy access for our 
brides who travel to StillWhite from all over the world.

Downtown San Fran

san francisco, california

1200 Van Ness Ave.



69final concept / user journey

Local Vendor
Pop-Up

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Transparency

Decoration
Showroom 

Tables

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Transparency

Sustainable 
Bride Classes

Sustainable Education
Building Community

Bride’s First

Unique Experience
Bride’s First

Personal 
Keepsake

Bride’s First 
Sustainable Education

Unique Experience

Arbor Fitting 
Rooms & Digital 

Altar Mirror

Welcome Desk 
& Rose Tower 

Bride’s First
Sustainable Education

Transparency

Bride’s First
Transparency 

Unique Experience

Post-wedding
Donation 
Service

Environmental
Impact Tracker

Sustainable Education
Building Community
Unique Experience

Seamstress
Studio

Bride’s First
Unique Experience

Transparency

Transparency
Sustainable Education

Unique Experience

Interactive 
Storytelling



70final concept / storyboard

4. You try on preloved-rental gowns in a 
thematic-fitting room crafted from recycled 
wedding arbors while your guests enjoy drinks 
from local vineyards.

5. Once you say yes to the dress, the digital 
mirror behind you turns into images of your 
future altar. 

6. At checkout, you hang your dress on 
StillWhite’s environmental impact tracker  
wall and take a picture with it to show off 
how you made a difference!

1. When you make an account with a wedding 
planning website, we send you our magazine 
in the mail. You go to the website to learn more 
and book an appointment.

2. As you walk into StillWhite, you are happily 
checked-in by a StillWhite employee while you 
admire the Rose Wall made from natural-dyed 
dress fabric and raw material.

3. During your appointment, you find a dress 
to hang on the interactive display wall. The 
dress’s stories pop up, and you learn this dress 
used to have sleeves and a beaded belt.



71final concept / storyboard

11. On your way out, you sign up to have 
StillWhite gather your post-wedding leftovers  
to take to a local homeless shelter.

10. Two months later, you return with your 
girls to learn wedding tips from newly-weds 
while making DIY recycled centerpieces for 
the big day.

12. After the honeymoon, you return your 
dress and receive a keepsake of your dress 
that is crafted from it’s excess tailored fabric.

7. On your way out, you meet a local sustainable 
florist selling flowers and take her business card. 
You’re excited to hear that a new vendor will be 
featured next month!

8. You return to make alterations to your dress 
and add your own personal touch to it.  You 
eagerly learn about the history of seamstress 
techniques from a designer working in the studio.

9. On the way out of the studio, you discover 
the store sells recycled decorations. You mix 
and match linens and candles to make your 
dream reception table come to life.
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final concept / floorplans

the floorplan
1st Floor

ENTRANCE

Welcome Desk
Bridal Showroom
Arbor Rooms
Check-Out Desk
Vendor Pop-Ups

Seamstress Studio
Preloved Decor
Wedding Workshop

2nd Floor



73final concept / welcome desk

Upon entering, a StillWhite receptionist 
greets the bride and her guests and guides 
them to their destination. If guests are early 
they can get inspired while flipping through 
wedding scrapbooks in our comfortable 
waiting area. 

The entrance opens to a grand staircase 
circling our rose tower. Inside the tower is an 
elevator so our second floor is accessible to 
all brides and guests. 

UP
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81
' -
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0 
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2"

1st Floor

welcome desk
Sustainable education 

Company transparency
Brides as first priority 

Unique experience



74final concept / welcome desk

The rose tower installation saves valuable 
material from being wasted by transforming 
it into our beautiful focal point. 

As you ascend the stairs, integrated 
signage on the rose tower educates guests 
about StillWhite’s sustainable practices and 
beliefs. Guests can read how each rose was 
hand-crafted from unusable dress fabric 
that was dyed pink from tea leaves, giving 
the tower a soft sweet smell. 
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1st Floor

welcome desk
Sustainable education 

Company transparency
Brides as first priority 

Unique experience



75final concept / bridal showroom

Our preloved wedding gowns are displayed 
throughout an open floor plan enhanced by biophilia, 
high ceilings and natural light. The showroom is split 
into intimate sections based on the style and color 
of the dresses to create a digestible floor plan and 
shopping experience for the eager bride.

While shopping, brides can look up into the active 
seamstress studio balcony from below while 
searching for their gown. This is done to raise 
the status of the seamstress and to draw a direct 
connection between their dedicated craftsmanship 
and tangible final product.

bridal showroom
Brides as first priority 

Unique experience
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76final concept / bridal showroom

Like the rose tower, dress fabric is repurposed to 
decorate the space in an elegant, yet sustainable 
way.  Even the store’s support columns become 
a part of the space through integrated product 
displays and brand messaging. Each dress tag 
captures rental and ownership prices to empower 
brides with options.

bridal showroom
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Brides as first priority
Sustainable education
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final concept / bridal showroom

Our innovative dress hangers contain a RFID tag that 
triggers StillWhite’s interactive storytelling display. 
When a dress is hung on this display, guests see the 
transformation of the dress over time — highlighting 
the importance of product longevity and giving more 
meaning to the dress. 

bridal showroom

1st Floor

Sustainable education 
Company transparency

Unique experience
Builds community



78final concept / bridal showroom
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Our large showroom mural 
expresses StillWhite’s story in an 
authentic, photo-realistic way. 
Living dimensional type brings more 
biophilia into the space.

bridal showroom

1st Floor

Sustainable education 
Company transparency

Unique experience
Builds community



79final concept / arbor rooms

Thematic fitting rooms crafted from recycled wedding arbors give 
each room a different aesthetic. Repurposing old wedding arbors 
for our fitting rooms was chosen for both their beauty and for the 
sustainable material choice.

Each room is themed with a different California wedding destination, 
giving each room a unique aesthetic. Additionally, these unique 
rooms offer brides a sensorial experience by allowing them to 
choose their room’s mood-lighting, music and fragrance. 
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80final concept / arbor rooms

The fitting room floorplan allows StillWhite Dress 
experts to help brides try on their dresses behind a 
large curtain which the employees can access from 
back-of-house. 

This system benefits both the bride and the employee, 
so that the employee can bring dress options for the 
bride to try on quickly, while also not interrupting the 
excitement and intimacy of the guests.
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arbor rooms

final concept / arbor rooms

Inside each arbor room is an intimate, 
comfortable fitting area for the bride and her 
party. While the bride’s party waits to see her, 
they enjoy a personalized mini-bar stocked with 
local drinks in the comfortable arbor room. 
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arbor rooms

final concept / arbor rooms

Once the bride says yes to the dress, the digital mirror 
behind her changes to imagery of her future altar, 
creating a touching and exciting moment for everyone. 
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83final concept / check-out desk

Guests engage with this personal touchpoint when they 
make purchases and return their preloved dresses. Upon 
returning a dress, StillWhite gifts brides a personalized 
keepsake made from their excess dress fabric. In 
return, the new bride can share her story to add to the 
transformation history of the dress.
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84final concept / check-out desk

A weigh station is available to help brides 
appreciate the amount of material they 
saved from becoming waste. 

The weight of their preloved dress 
automatically updates the StillWhite 
environmental impact tracker — which is a 
popular instagramable moment for brides 
that have chosen their sustainable gown!
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85final concept / check-out desk

StillWhite’s post-wedding donation service provides 
brides an easy option for a sustainable happy ending. 
This service aims to reduce waste post-wedding by 
taking leftover food to local homeless shelters, taking 
centerpieces to hospitals and nursing homes, and 
picking up decor to be resold in-store.
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86final concept / local vendor pop-ups

This dynamic space showcases local 
vendors that have passed StillWhite’s 
sustainability tests.

Vendors such as bakers, caterers, 
florists and salonists are provided a 
platform to meet and greet brides at 
this monthly rotating pop-up. The 
space provides adaptable marketing 
for each new vendor.
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Upstairs in our Seamstress Studio, brides 
can work hands-on with designers in 
the studio’s consultation space to help 
customize the look of their sustainably-
crafted wedding gown. 

This space aims to elevate the role of 
the seamstress and share the history 
of techniques such as embroidery, 
beading and stitching. Our employees are 
experts at up-cycling dress scraps into 
beautiful new sustainable gowns and at 
responsibly altering dresses for maximum 
love and use.

final concept / seamstress studio

2nd Floor

seamstress studio
Sustainable education 

Builds community
Company transparency

Brides as first priority



88final concept / preloved decor

Preloved decorations and linens are set 
up as mini showroom tables with the total 
quantity marked on the tag and stored in 
back-of-house. 

Brides are encouraged to mix and match 
place settings to help them imagine their 
dream-reception come to life. 
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89final concept / wedding workshop

Our classroom provides newly-weds and brides-to-
be a space to meet and share wedding advice and 
aspirations.  This space allows the engaged couple 
to effortlessly integrate sustainability into their 
wedding through creative hands-on workshops and 
responsible bridal education classes.

Example events include bridal de-stress yoga, crafting 
with dress scraps, and even learning about local 
volunteer opportunities within the bridal community.

2nd Floor

wedding workshop 
Sustainable education 

Builds community
Company transparency



THANK YOU!


